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XScr%'an autoatic initializAtioe scheme for finding a point of coincidence

*tweet a robot's internal Coordinate system And the coordinate system of its work1pace. Our method uses an optical trangmtter-rectiver pair mnounted on the robot
WAeffector to scan a T-shaped planar target mounted on the work surface. An auto-

Rted iterative mnethod for moving a Point on the end effector into precise conciden
pith the point of intersection between A sensed plane parallel to the work surface

ad sensUd line normal to the work surface is show to converge rapidly.
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2 nt reduct~o

Bernk - sbe are gurdy abl to emauw dlifem rnotlal ad with reasonable acuracy, and high
quift Wome cam equipped wit absolute- !cdr that einable diem to discer their pose. &At even
high qult W o an gemafy oblivou to bow thei ismtel coordinate system map onto die
coordinat qmm of their work spece. Is ijoi even ftn beat robots. which rueclosed loo

4ieteld. gemery m open loop wOt respect to the coordinate system of their working

Rut provided that the distncne and angle messain systerms of both tie robot. a die work space are
themelve adequate, Wisn a single point of coincidence between the two coordinate systesm is
sufficie to 0MOM~ the msappimg between theft' For amuple. dhe instruction mnanual Ibr the
MICROWr Teachboverp]~ robot om which we implemnented. a demonstation of our procedure

MO soperator run initialization procedure in which die robot am as located on a ooe-quaePe--
inch cusesi i d, and the and efbcso 0 moved (using the teach pendant) into a Specified pose above a
pon in this space. The method is simple. but it is tedious, acuae and prone to operator ermr and

Thisl paper itrIb a simpl and p rise sensor based waomatic initialization method using a planar
MW sciasd by as optical refitlen sensor. We developed a demnonstration of thi system specifically
lb a cUla~fd arm robot with waist. shoulder, and elbow d egreesP of freedoni, but our method is
giurdy appl1tIcbl so any robo with similarly iniplemented degrees of freedoni, and the principles are
sadfy adapted to robots with othe degrees of freedome and correspondingly different internal coordinat

Dealin amuedcaly with deg1ee of freedomn beyond the three consisting of waist, shouilder, and elbow
wil require additional sensor calabilities but the limited syszem described here can still be retained s a
aslies. Sinc the robot we imd for the demonstration also has wrist angle, wrist rotation, and gripper
cleare degees of freom, we howe to specify how we will remove the degeneracy associated with thes
digrssof flueed The metho 'my benmual or senso based and automatic. In our demonstration
we reolve the degency by a manual preatilizatiou wherein we adjust the plane of the gripper
acien io be tanen to a cylinder concentri with tie waist rotation axis, we close the gripper finger to a
mdmug W ad we m the coordinating lbeares of the robot controller firmnware to preserv these
aMdelM MO 01111t 111001o16dW. and elbow modOWL,

Our woshim two bmtwam cempamsm

L a phbw m pM nor arhd. o wok mwrba ad

I.an opidemvodo wsrmavinpai operate-d as a p auimity nsor.

Our - -mimm h w them- be Able Oa

L pidb doe abso Amepadesibly ao -ii specifled heigh above the work surhee

kmpml~efwbmsthe -rkm00
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2. guide the end efector reproducibly to positions directly above transitions between target amd
work wrftre

3. accUoish tie bater robustly over at leas a small anme of heights.

Inour nplem-ad he sensor sa optical proximity sensor, the work surface is white, and the taret
is black However teme is no obstacle to implemeneing tiis system wi other targets and target detction
smcmes nm necessrily Oell.

3 Configuration

3.1 TArget

The taeL axed to de wonk surface. is a T-haped pattern with a body that is part of a sector ofa cide
centered on the waist roation axis, and with a rectangmlar head, as shown in Figure 1. In the first part of
the initialization procedure, the sensor directs initialization of the waist joint by finding the radial line A
in Figure L In the smeod part of the procedure. the sensor directs initialization of the shoulder and
elbow joins by netively adjusting them while repetitively finding dhe tangent line B in F'gure L It is
mot conveNt to perforni the shoulder and elbow initialization at a fixed waist joint angular offset from
the wast oiM initilizaion pos iio.

-..-----------------......

K .

repm I: T*Ja" g
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3.2 Senor

In our detoracimon system the sensor is a commercrial optical proximity sensor [1) consisting of an LED
integrally packaged with a phoaodetector. and with simple lense whose optical axes inersect about a
centimeter from the package. When the outgoing infra-rcd light beam meets; a more-or-less white
maleia at about a centimeter, sufficient radiation from the I FIl) is reflccted back to the photorrasistor
to firn the schmidt trigger output circuit (see Figure 2). Since the precise triggering distance from the
target is senstive to the target reflctivity, to obtain high reproducibility it is necessary to standardize the
background reflectivity immediately adjacent to the target. This is easily accomplished by integrating a
small patch of standard background with the target. eg by painting the target on a rectangle of adhesive
paper of reproducible reflectivity.

2K schmidt2!................ . .triggerI0S ohm I

Fkmur 2: Transmitter-receiver pair and detection circit

3.3 hItlaIfttin Promedure

The robot is powere up. and moved by means of the teach pendant to any positon ar the iniemucdant
of lii. A and B in FRpre 1. is the one work surface quadrant they deffne and betwee one and five
centimeser above the work suace. A witable starting point could, of coww. be fowulni adcafly by
exhaugive blind search, but there would be little or no prictical vakie a doing so.

Automated procedures 1W Initializing the robot waK ishoulder, ad elbow joioe dothn called. The
1 Fquen-ce of evens is outlined in die lbilowlqs secterns.

3.3.1 Wsltt Joint knt~lation

Simple awow seatich algorithm effect 0w &Nlow niomdam:

L Mhe shouldler In rotated coward the work uffbie until the proximnity sensor fires at
approxiately one centimeer above the surftce

2. Shmder rutaoo m mopped. aid t wais join bs rotated uni t radial line A Is found
(ftgu 1).



S!

Thw waist joint. thus inialized. Jie waist is then offset by a few degrees, putting the sensor back above
the work surface in the quadrant determined by lines A and B.

3.3.2 Shoulder and Elbow Joint Initialization

This is the most difficult part: beire initialization. it is impossible to move the end effector without also
changing its height above the work surface. One approach is to oscillate about the desired height by
using sensor feedback to control alternate very small shoulder and elbow motions while we search for line
IL What we now show. is that a sequence of much arger sequential shoulder and elbow motions will
accomplish the same end much more efficiently.

/ B e

y

e // z B%II

x. .

/1

- ~ g Tshaped target

Flpm 3: Supe I (shoulderftwad) and 2 (enow-brar)

1. 7Ue older Is rotmed toward the work surface until the proximity sensor fires, as show in
Filrm 3.Pah Wi to W. . ThM;sa W~e shoulde~r rotaton." Le-, the robot is presumed to be
equipped wuh wel ca ibmRsace to caise elbow rotation equal and opp~dte to the
11m roatioudsm v w rentation of Ik L2in the wokw

2. hedbowb r otud qoapma PhiMe&B which is keipcua by dw proximnity semso seeingft
dmt vant in noue Io dh brih work wfmna, as showit in Fqiure 3, path Ws to W M&
i s a"pue elbow roa"o. Lt.. the Sripper (not shown in the figure) remains in the eca
a le in ao it wi iven n dhe pfe-ind~ procedure discused abome

At

//
• i-N ,
- , : % - - -I II
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3. Both the shoulder and elbow ar rotated back through arbitrary small anglcs(A r and B,) .
shown in Figure. 4 path W to WP). While the choice of Ar and Br is arbitrary, initialiration

accuracy is shown in Figure 8 to depend somewhat on the value chosen for l1r. Furthermore,
the algorithm assumes that once the choices are made, they are kept constant throughout the
procedure.

4. The cycle (steps 1, 2, 3) is repeated several times, according to the precision required.

5. After a predetermined number of iterations, the procedure is.tedned after step 2.

/,,,, -\ -- --.--~1%

AA

K T-Sha ed pattern

Figure 4: Seep 3 (shoulder and elbow back-roato)

it is unporwat to notice that step 3 must be a comnpound motion involving back rotation of both the
shoulder ad elbow joints. Neither a pure shoulder motion nor a pure elbow motion could guarantee
converec of the iteratlol. The analysis in Seton 3 derlves the relationships that determine the
accuracy oflthe initialization procedure as a fuznction of the number of iterations and the size of the back
rotations taken in step 3. The eteoretical analysis, well confihrned by our experiments, shows that two or
three iteration are sumfcient to achieve initialization accuracy limited by the mechanics of the robot. In
table 2-1 we ilutrt the rapid convergee fromn an arbitrary pre-initialluation position.

" ~ ~ 1 L-"mlm mmmmmm -t ,,.-
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TABLE 2-1

Vertical Initialization Error vs. Procedure Cycles
0 0

(Bi 290 Br-5 K-140 mm Da117 mm )

cycles 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

error -3 -4 -e
(micron) -10138 178.2 -5.635 0.1766 5.5x1O 1.7x10 -5.6x1O

4 Initialization Accuracy Analysis

The auracy analysis of the waist initialization is very simple. The only source of error2 is inexact
placement of the tulet.

Suppose that the distance between the working side of the body of the target and the axis of rotation of
the base joint is e, where nominally, e = 0 (Figure 5). The range of hand starting positions is from R1 to
R2. corresponding to a waist initialization angular error range AC. where

AC = C2 - C1 = co'(e/R2) -coi1(e/R1 )

which is zero if e = 0. For e «< R1 and e <( R2, AC is clearly small. For example, taking typical values

Ri = 140nunand R2 = 180mmandestimating e ( 1 mm, it followsthat AC <0.? .

If more precise initialization of the waist joint were required, an additional procedure could be added

before starting waist joint initialization:

1. the shoulder is rotated toward the work surface until the proximity sensor fires;

. the elbow is rotated to approach the head of ie target until any portion of the target head is
encountered:

3. both the shoulder and elbow are rotated back through any specific small angle&

This procedure reduces the difference between R1 and R2, making AC correspondingly very small

The shoulder and elbow joint initialization accuracies are more difficult. They are analyzed below in
terms of the number of initialization process iteration cycles.

2 1tNW dh e am umin te robot i kJnaetiaRy precise, and thewo is pqM rea sy mcwued.

- - - - - - -~ . - .. ~ . ~'-~-~--' - - ,,(
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Figure 5: Error caused by inexact placement of the target

4.1 Accuracy as a Function of Initialization Cycles

In this discussion subscript i refers to an initial position. subscript g refers to a goal position. and subscript
m refers to an intermediate position. First we suppose, with reference to Figure 3, that before
initialization the shoulder of the robot is at AV, and the elbow is at a Bi. Then after the first execution of
step 1, the hand is at Wm, whose Y-coordinate is

YWm = Llsin(Am) + L2sin(B).+ H = D (3-1)

from which we determine that

sin(Am) = (D - H- L2sin(B))/Li and cos(Am) /Li

After the first execution of step 2, the hand is at W., whose X- and Y-coordinstes are:

XW8 = Llcs(Am) + L2cs(B) = K and (3-2)

w = Lisin(A.) + L2sin(Bd) (3-3)

From Equation (3-2) we get

cos(B) = (K - Llcos(A,))/L2  and sin(B = /L

Yw8 = (D- H- L2sin(Bi) + VL2
2 - [K- {L1 - (D- H- L2sin(B) 2 }1 + H (3-4)

Equation 3-4 shows that Yw$ depends only on Bi, not on A. Steps 3 and 4 iteratively reduce the
dependence of YWS on 3.. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

In step 3 of the cycle, the shoulder and elbow are rotated back through fixed arbitrary angles Ar and Br.

_________________________________________________________________________
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Thc new starting position of the hand, after one cycle. is W1~'). corresponding to shoulder and elbow
angles

A.')=A +A and &(t1)=B +B
I m r I I t

After one additional iteration of steps I and 2, the new position of the hand is WS ():
Xw S Lcos(A ̂')) + Lps(c9 5  K = K wS

YWS - LiSin(Am(')) + lsin(B S(1) + H

and after the nth iteration, the position of the hand is W ():

X w(n) = L cos(A(D)) + L2c(BS(U = K XW

Ywt n
-" Lisin(Am0' )) + LYsin(BS ()) + H

The explicit solution quickly becomes very cumbersome, but computer simulation (Figure 6) is simple. It
is interesting to note that YwS while constant for given robot geometry, is not equal to D.

116.0,

115.0. nn2

114.0

113.0

112.0

111.0.

110.0.

109.0 .
270 280 290 300 310 320 i30 340 350 360

BI (degrees)

Figure 6: YW.I()(

L -
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4.2 Relat~onship Between Accuracy of Inktlalitation aOd Original Elbow Angle

Equation 3-4 show that the accuracy of the iitalizauion depends on the original angle (Di) of die elbow.
Figure 7 illustrates that while this dependence looks srng, dhe magnitude of the errmr is always unall
This figure is the result of numerical experiments using three cycles, Lt.

~~ 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 3W0 36

.

Figure 7: ERROR(V~

4.3 Relationsholp Beween Accuracy of the Initialization and Peramteters Br, K, and D

Equation 3-4 also shows that the accuracy of the initialization will change with the back rotation angle
(Be) of the elbow. or the location (K) of the T-shaped target. Figures S. 9. and 10 illustrate, also via
numerical experiments involving three iteration cycles. the errors a a Runction of the elbow back rotation
angl (Bt) dhe Woatio of the target (K). and the virtual sensor triger height (D). These parameters an
dun be determined. via numerical experiments for dhe geoinetry of any specific robot. so a to minkiie
the errors inherent in the method.
4.4 Considlerations About Elbow Orientation

As we mentioned above. a the shoulder is routed. the elbow nomninally remains unchanged, La. B is
constant. But because of meanical or calibration imperfetisl, this capability is fawod.

Y 5 =I F(sin(D + AV)

Bea h au f i m20 r- ndAji eymtsENi ersK AB1). For

exnW iip - Br= 50 B1 = -7509 l 0.1',tdun

Y WS t2 sWnBi + ABV YW~SM*WB-) 0.6 pmn

Thus die error Is negligibly smalL

- - - -.-- - . ?7-
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